
Bad Education

Logline
When an aspiring young assassin has second thoughts about his criminal
education, he struggles to survive as the system that raised him up begins
fighting to tear him down.

Character List
The Protagonist (Male)

● A young man with interests that lie outside of what his father brought him up
to be. He attends assassin school but wants to drop out. Fed up with the
killing and lying. He prefers to use his brain over his fists, but doesn’t back
down from confrontation. Clever, cautious, and resilient.

The Antagonist / Anti-Villain (Male)
● He attends assassin school but only to impress his parents. He has a mobster

father and a money laundering mother. Violent, loyal, but secretly sensitive.
This character acts as a dark mirror of the protagonist.

The Professor / The True Antagonist (Male)
● An older influence. The sole professor of assassin school. He is a skilled

manipulator, cruel and unflinching.
The Body - “Marvin” (Neutral)

● A limp body wrapped in a tarp. Assumed dead.
The Sibling (Neutral)

● The protagonist’s younger sibling. Innocent, kind, spirited. They are clueless
about their father & brother’s hitman business.

The Silencer (Female)
● A stealthy female assassin. A woman of few words. Fast, precise, and quiet,

and wears a bandana around her face. She works alone.
The Enforcers (Neutral)

● May look soft, but they hit hard. These guys rely on force over their brains.
Likely to gang up on you.

The Damsel (Female)
● Seemingly a damsel, but secretly another assassin out to get the hero. She is

proficient at tactical infiltration, espionage, and lying.



The Human Show

Logline
When every moment of your life's been controlled for the entertainment of

the world, are you sure you'd do a better job at the keyboard?

Character List
Stanley: He’s got chronic paranoia that turns out to be completely true and he takes
hold of the opportunity. He’s outwardly very nervous and non confrontational.

Joelene: Scared of everything, but feeling powerless is her greatest fear. Any threat
of being ‘outside the loop’ sends her into a spiral.

Lloyd: Lazy. Very willing to accept his entire reality flipping on its head. He’s all about
taking it easy and letting his path open for him.

Bruce: Not the smartest but will aggressively speak his mind. He’s always playing
catch-up when things change.

Christof: Not real. Plays his character as being lonely and desperate to get closer to
his friends. When trying to get his way he likes to go down the guilt-trip path.

Meryl: Not a real person. Plays her character confident and clever. She appears
friendly but is really a mastermind.

Therapist: Not a real person. Plays their character by being very condescending and
over-diagnosing. They make people feel like they’re crazy.

Crewmember 1: Passionate about their job as a sound tech. Will go to aggravating
lengths to get quality sounds. Kind of a snob.

Crewmember 2: Just happy to have a job and wouldn’t risk it for anything. Loves to
poke fun and be a little snarky.



Evanesce

Logline
During the last summer before college, a teenage girl and her friends find a
pond in the woods that makes objects disappear when thrown in. Scared of
facing adulthood and losing her friends in the fall, she must decide whether

to see the summer through or disappear in the woods forever.

Character List
Charlie (18): A senior in high school, soon to be a Creative Writing major, who dreams
of publishing short stories. She has terrible anxiety about leaving her friends and
family behind, trouble socializing, and tends towards escapism to cope.

Louis (18): One of Charlie’s best friends, also a senior. He’s a good natured, preppy,
theatre kid who’s a little too optimistic and naive for his own good. Scares easily.

Blair (18): Charlie’s other best friend, also a senior. She has a gothic “witchy” vibe and
often comes off as deadpan and oddly meticulous in her habits. Films things on her
phone a lot—whatever is happening that she feels important.

Alice (17): A quiet, mysterious, slightly creepy girl who only Charlie can seem to see.
She appears around the pond, and seems dead set on trying to get Charlie to go
down into it with her.

Julian (20): Charlie’s older brother. Outgoing, chill, and easy to be around but is a
huge nerd at heart. He’s often busy with classwork, but is always there for his sister.

Sammy (18): A former friend of Charlie’s, but a falling out between the two as kids has
made her cruel and manipulative. She’s at the top of her class and has had several
poems published in the local newspaper—a fact that she never lets Charlie forget.

Mark (16): Another ex-friend of Charlie who goes along with Sammy for validation.
Like Louis, he is also an overly cheerful theatre kid but with a mean streak.

Delia (17): One of the leaders of the local, and very informal, creative writing club. She
has a very cottage-core aesthetic to her. Girlfriend to Marcy.

Marcy (17): The other leader of the creative writing club. Super punk rock and highly
critical of the writing read out loud during club meetings. Girlfriend to Delia.



Sunlight Stalker

Logline
7 longtime friends enter what they thought were the familiar woods they’ve

always known but the day never ends & neither does the killing.

CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
Georgia - Ambitious and kind but knows when to put her foot down. Always looking
ahead for her future and on the bright side of things.

Theron “T” - Nerd type. Only speaks when necessary. He enjoys rocks and fossils,
hair metal bands, nature, and folklore.

Riley - Soccer player who is not the brightest but a joy to be around. Loves horror
movies, Elvis Presley, muted colors, and soccer.

Lillith “Lilli” Doppelganger - Quiet, intelligent, loves to hike. Has been listening to
Frank Sinatra non-stop since her father died.

Bree - Sweet and loves to bake. She can make a fire and pitch a tent like nobody's
business. Enjoys birds, fall weather, anything 90s.

Ralphy - Loud, obnoxious, and always wants to be center of attention. Loves
motorbikes, loud music, climbing trees, and pranks.

Veronica “Vee” - The most high maintenance of the group who can’t stand mud or
bugs. She loves Taylor Swift, purple, anything high fashion.

Ramon - Dresses like a punk who likes the thrill of dangerous activities, frequently
skips school, bad homelife. Not friends with anyone else at school.

Tara - Dresses like a modern hippy type. She is really intelligent, but does not apply
herself. Very caring and would do anything for her two closest friends

Carson - Often made fun of for being too cautious, he is a serious momma’s boy.
Feels like he needs to prove himself to others.



LAST, Season 3!

Another thrilling season of LAST is coming straight to your eyeballs. In this
season, 16 competitors will compete for the title of LAST CHAMPION. A

thrilling reality competition where you don’t have to be first, you just have to
be last. We will be revisiting some of the fan favorite events and adding new

ones as well.

The Producers are looking for a dynamic group of individuals who are
articulate, interesting and exhibit enthusiasm for the project as well as a
willingness to share their most private thoughts in an open forum of
strangers. This group of individuals, while meeting the technical
requirements of the program, must also have sufficient physical,
psychological, and mental capacity to endure this competition.

This year’s theme is CELEBRITY SIBLINGS!

Cast members will be REQUIRED to create a character to play throughout the
competition. We will not be allowing anyone to just play themselves. If you are

interested in this project, please come to the screentest with a character
ready to go.

Additionally, we will be playing both individual and TEAM competitions this
year! So gear up for another exciting adventure with us on LAST!


